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HOPE

As we enter a new year ready to address the challenges that continue to unfold due to
COVID-19 and all of the things happening in Washington DC, we are grateful for how our
donors have stepped up and helped us meet the challenges of 2020. However, with
2020 behind us, many of those same challenges are before us and will continue to
require tenacity, cooperation and resolve for us to overcome them in 2021.
We are so grateful for our dedicated staff that continue to do the hard work daily caring
for our participants while maintaining our gold standard of care.
As your Board of Directors met via zoom a few months back to map out our strategic
plan for 2021-2022, we continue to be very mindful of the challenges before us and no
less committed to moving ahead with determination and resolve.
We ask you to continue to support us as we press forward and get beyond this
COVID-19 pandemic.
Sincerely,

I’ve noticed some common themes in some of the conversations I have with Tim, Alison, Tara and many others
who live in our homes and participate in our other programs. I’ve noticed our conversations don’t seem to dwell
on the challenging events of the last year. It isn’t that those things don’t come up, but it seems like our discussions
have a very optimistic tone to them. Instead of getting stuck on some of the trials we’ve faced, the topics seem to
move toward what we’re doing and where we’re going and how were supporting each other. Similar conversations
come up with many of our staff members.

We’ve learned how to help our residents find innovative ways to stay connected. Much of this has happened
inside the walls of our homes. Game nights, movie nights and themed meals have helped form new household
traditions that we all get excited about! We get great feedback from the people who participate in our online
activities through CLS (thank you Rhonda and team!). We see people take part in those who previously kept very
much to themselves. It’s so great to see them involved and excited! Of course, we look forward to opportunities to
engage in person in the broader community.

Our employment team has worked hard to ensure there is work available as the community opens up. They’ve
maintained contact with our employers, filled orders and kept several people employed throughout. As employers
begin to come back on line, they’re making it a priority to get the people we serve back into their workforce. We’re
finding new opportunities as well – the group that provides food service at Intel, for example, expects to hire
dozens more of our supported workers before the end of the year. Yes, dozens!
Despite what we might see on the news, there’s still so much to look forward to! Through the people we serve,
we’re learning not to get mired down in the pessimism that seems to want to invade our communities. Our team
has hope! We’re seeing progress in the ways we live, work and even thrive. Challenges have given us a chance to
make our world a little bit better; we’re embracing that and we’re excited about it. We invite you to join us in
recognizing the things that bring us hope.
We are so grateful for your shared commitment to our mission. We wish you a healthy, exciting new season!

Very sincerely,
Allen Cress
EXECUTIVE LEADER

Bolded names denote individuals giving over $10,000 | If your name is missing from our list, please contact Megan Evanson at mevanson@edwardscen

What Sets Edwards Center Apart

INSPIRE

FOUNDER’S REPORT

I was asked recently by a staff member what I tell people when they ask how
Edwards Center is different from other service providers who offer residential,
employment, or community services; here is my response:
First, Edwards Center is a family-based organization. We started the company
with families who had a desperate need, and we continue to be responsive to,
and supportive of, family input and leadership. Through Edwards Center’s Family
Support Network (FSN) and Vox (Latin for voice) committees, families have direct
access to leadership, education, and ongoing feedback within the organization.
Families are represented on our Board of Directors in a significant way so that
family concerns are never lost.
Edwards Center maintains a tireless commitment to its mission and original values. We are a values-based
organization; the Board and our leaders are continually evaluating and making tough decisions based on our values
and goals. Working with an annual strategic plan, the Board weighs each decision based on our mission. That mission
and its deeply felt values keep us from “following the money” or making shortsighted decisions.

Edwards Center is an umbrella organization which makes us unique in our industry. We provide residential,
vocational, educational, and recreational services. Long ago, the Board made a commitment to provide an array of
services, giving our participants and residents an opportunity for a fully independent lifestyle. In addition, the
company benefits from staff that is knowledgeable about all aspects of our range of services. The Aloha Community
Center was built to be the hub of activity for our organization, a place where participants could have something
larger than an individual group home. Dances, game nights, classes, and exercise opportunities are generated from
our Community Center at Edwards Place.
Finally, Edwards Center is unique in the promise it makes. We promise to care for a resident who is accepted into
our residential program for the rest of his/her life. Parent’s worst fear is: What will happen to my developmentally
disabled child when I am gone? Families need not fear that Edwards Center might cease to care for their child or
move them to a foster home. Our model of continuum of care between our twenty facilities allows us to meet the
life-long needs of our residents. At the end of life, we work closely with hospice to provide care within our own
group homes, so that residents continue to be cared for, and surrounded by, their Edwards Center family and staff.
Edwards Center seeks a “Gold Standard of Care.” While all organizations accepting state reimbursements must
meet minimum standards, Edwards Center seeks a maximum standard. We want to be known for being “better,” and
for always striving to improve the quality of life for those we serve. During times of COVID-19, it is not easy to hold
true to our model of service delivery; but we have not forgotten that we strive to be the best. State and Federal
mandates often make new models that are more lucrative or devalue our approach. If we were “following the money,” our
model would change with each passing fad for funding. However, we continue to hold true to our values, commitments
and what over forty-seven years of providing services has proven true: Our family-based care model works!
As one of the most difficult year ends, a year that a pandemic and catastrophic financial losses could have closed
our doors, my heart is full of gratitude. Hundreds have made donations large and small because they believe in
our mission. Every donation counts and has helped us stand strong in the midst of unseling times.
Thank you for your continued support of our Mission!
Warmest regards,
Jean Edwards
FOUNDER

MEET MELANIE FROM OUR OAK STREET HOME
While 2020 was certainly a challenging time for many, it also brought a lot of good. For
many of us, this meant spending more time with family, working on projects at home
that we enjoyed, learning new skills or just spending more time slowing down. This was
the case for many of our residents who have spent the last year bonding with their
housemates and finding new and fun ways to stay busy at home.
Melanie McFarlane joined the Edwards Center community just before the pandemic
began when she moved into our Oak Street Home and she has spent the time getting
to know her new housemates who are now becoming more and more like family.
Before the Stay At Home order, Melanie attended a day program through Full Life
where she would participate in community-based activities such as going out to the
library, playing games, taking art and pottery classes and going out to eat. When this
program (and many others like it) were suspended, Edwards Center staff got to work
to ensure that what is often the most exciting part of the day for our residents did not stop.
While staying home, Melanie has still engaged in some virtual programs with Full Life but has also found a way to
make the best of her time. She has been enjoying spending her time watching TV, playing games on her phone or
Nintendo Switch, helping staff bake on the weekends, chatting with the staff and her housemates and playing
games – especially UNO! While she may not be leaving the house as often, she’s still able to stay connected to her
friends and participate in activities she enjoys: two of the most important things.
Throughout the pandemic, our staff and volunteers have gone above and beyond to help ensure our residents can
remain engaged, connected and excited about life. As we have all experienced, it can be challenging to stay home
and see the same people day after day… but the dedication our team has to making it as easy as possible for our
residents have been incredible. Our participants are always at the center of what we do, and our pandemic
response has been no different.
ZOOM has played a big role in helping our participants stay connected. Twice a week, the Edwards Center hosts
“Happy Half Hour” which is described by Human Resources Manager Jeff Greer as being “an hour of
(un)orchestrated chaos … as long as we’re under a Covid sky… there is no structure whatsoever, but it *IS* an
opportunity for people to see one another, wave, do shout outs and have some degree of connectivity.”
Additionally, many of our residents find joy each week in participating in Sonshine Treasures Sunday School
virtually – a way to connect with their peers and their faith.
While 2020 gave us many things that could have discouraged us, our staff and residents have done such an
excellent job of looking on the bright side and finding creative ways to stay connected and engaged and for that
we are so grateful!
With gratitude
Megan Evanson
EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATE

FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2020

REVENUE & EXPENSES
REVENUE:
DHS State of OR & Brokerage Contracts
Edwards Enterprises
Client Fees
Other Revenue
Fundraising
Total Revenue

$9,959,196
$392,689
$755,976
$214,714
$1,690,331
$13,012,905

EXPENSES:
Residential
Employment
CLS Day Programs
Administrative
Fundraising
Total Expenses

$7,335,848
$1,626,169
$1,456,595
$1,247,812
$168,385
$11,834,809

REVENUE

• Recover financially from COVID pandemic
• Return workers to community Jobs and place
additional workers
• Transform Day Programs to 80% time in
community participation
• Purchase additional Home in Washington County
for 18-30 year olds
• Relocate ECM in the fall of 2021
• Complete Edwards Place
• Continue to seek Gold Standard in all programs
and facilities
• Build DSP fund to a distributable level

EXPENSES
DHS State of OR
& Brokerage Contracts
76.5%

Other
Revenue
1.7%

Client Fees
5.8%

Edwards
Enterprises
3.0%

Administration
10.5%

VOLUNTEERS APPRECIATION
We couldn’t do it without you
Community Volunteers are a valuable resource to Edwards
Center. Some volunteer weekly and work directly with
participants, others volunteer for one day work parties or
special projects. Volunteers are always needed for
fundraising events and special events.
February 28th Edwards Center held their first Vaccine
clinic and volunteers from Fournier Group Insurance + Risk
Management, showed up to park cars, direct traffic and
observe participants after their shots and see them back to
their cars safely, Fournier believes in the mission of
Edwards Center and helps us in many ways.
Thanks for all our volunteers and board members who
donate their time and expertise.

Residential
62.0%

Thanks to all
our volunteers,
who served over

2,265
VOLUNTEER
HOURS

Fundraising
1.5%

Fundraising
& Gifts In-Kind
13.0%

GIVE

STRATEGIC GOALS FOR 

Day Programs
12.3%

Employment
13.7%

THANKS

DONOR LISTING BETWEEN JANUARY 1, 2020 AND DECEMBER 31, 2020

• Randy Aguero
• Paul Albertson
• Del Allen
• Rick Allen
• Mary and David Amonson
• Kas Anderson
• Anonymous
• Kathy Autrey
• Bethany Bacci
• Banner Bank
• Sheila Barker
• Stephen Barnet
• Krystelle Bean
• Beaverton Foods
• Beaverton Krispy Kreme
• Sharon Bech
• Doris Beck
• Judy Becker
• Andre Bennett
• Matthew Bennett
• Richard Betts
• Claudette Bevill
• Mark Bibo
• Jo-Anne Bitar
• Miriam Bitte
• Joe & Sharon Black
• The Blocks
• David and Mary Bluhm
• Chad Bode
• Betty & Mike Bode
• Chris Bodrak
• Louise Bogard
• MaryAnn & George Bors
• Jane Both
• Kathy Bowen
• Bill & Nancy Brewer
• Vicki and Bill Brickley
• Wayne Bridges
• Bruce Bridgess
• Julia Brim-Edwards
• Kevin & Amanda Brinkley
• Lindy Brown
• Tim Brown
• Katie Brownmiller
• David & Gail Brownmiller
• Louise & William Brown
• Jeff Brudnok
• Dennis Burley
• Marlene Burns
• Judy Butler
• Kristi Cabrera
• Nancy & Bert Calderon
• Canary Marketing
• Leila Carl
• Katie Carlsen
• Elizabeth Case
• Vernon Chartier
• Chick-Fil-A Raleigh Hills
• Chuck E. Cheese's
• Clipped Wings
• Columbia Bank
• Sharon Conyers
• Alexandra and David Cook
• Diane Cook
• Susan Cooksey
• William & Marlene Cordano
• Steve Corey
• Costco Donations Committee
• Allen Cress
• Scott and Stacey Cumley
• Anne Cunningham

• Valerie and Todd Dalebroux
• Kirk Dantzman
• Joann Davidson
• Marcie Dearing
• Pat Decker
• The Deckers
• Felix DeGrood
• Virginia DeGrood
• Kathy and Russell Demmon
• Joel Dietzman
• Linda Dills
• Barbara Dobroth
• Anne Dodge-Schwanz
• Rob Domzalski
• Gregg Dorner
• John & Marilyn Dougall
• Barbara Duerden
• Melba Dulcich
• The Eagons
• Mark & Terri Eastburn
• Anne Edwards
• Jean Edwards
• Shelly Edwards
• Vickie Edwards
• Jarald Elvers
• Mary Emmick
• Beth Enos
• Epson Portland Inc.
• Robin Erickson
• Patrick Erp
• The Evanson Family
• Megan Evanson
• Facebook
• The Fasanos
• Lynn Ferguson
• The Ferris Family
• Radu Fetche
• Karen Filkins
• Charlie Forsyth
• Karen & Richard Fournier
• Frederica Frager
• Frank and Margaret Bitar Foundation
• Tyler Franzen
• Cheryl Garrison
• Ray Gauthier
• Jason Geister
• Jason Geister
• Genentech
• Bryan Gergen
• Dawn Geschrey
• Sue Gideon
• Brian Gilstrap
• Gloria Schultens Charitable Lead Trust (CLUT)
• Fred and Kathy Goehring
• Judith Goodwill
• Goos Family Trust
• Jonathan Grace
• Jen Greensted
• Bev Gressett
• Elizabeth Grodem
• Gail Grodem
• Glen Grodem
• Jon & Jane Grodem
• York Haines
• Dick Hands
• Noel Hanlon
• Craig & Linda Hannum
• Tracey Harris
• Susan Harvey
• Mary Alice & Jack Hassard
• Elizabeth Hayes

• Marypat Hedberg
• Mike, Lisa & Evan Henniger
• Henningsen Cold Storage
• Lester Henry
• Roxanne Hibdon
• Louise Highhouse
• Hillsboro Elks
• Thomas Howes
• Karol Hunt
• Hunter-Davisson, Inc.
• Salma Huque
• Jennifer Hurlburt
• Frank & Susan Inman
• Carol Jacobs
• The Jacobsens
• Paulette Jarvey
• JAT Trax Studios
• Marsh Johnson
• Susan Jones
• Yvonne Jordan
• Derek Joslin
• William Judge
• William Judge
• Kaiser NW Underwriting Department
• Judy Kell
• Rita Kingen
• Patricia Klee
• Jane Kleinheinz
• John Kleinheinz
• Marla Kleinheinz
• Patrice Kleinheinz
• Walter Kluser
• Darren Kluth
• Jan Kluth
• Susan Kornahrens
• William and Christine Krauch
• Lisa Krug
• Joan Kruse
• Kuni Foundation
• Nancy Lagozzino
• Susan Lambert-Gates
• The Lamberts
• Georgia Lampros
• Marjorie Larson
• John & Heidi Lee
• Craig and Donna Leidersdorf
• Lenore Fines & Tom Chenoweth
• Pia Leonard
• Katie LeRoux
• Andy Lindenburger
• Mike Litchman
• Johanna Loders
• Sharon Logston
• The Lougee Family
• Kelly & Tony Lucarelli
• Cathi Lutz
• Bill & Melinda Maginnis
• Mike & Jan Maginnis
• Lindsay Magnuson
• Teresa Mains
• Mel & Carol Manker
• The Mannans
• The March Family
• Margaret Zuercher & Don Irving
• Judy Marick
• Judy & Gary Mark
• David Marquoit
• Peggy Marquoit
• Dante and Julia Marrocco
• Marquam Group
• Dolores Martin

• Gerald Martin
• Jan Martin
• Terese Martin
• Diane Mason
• Susanne Mason
• Rheanna Mathis
• Connie Matthews
• Carole McAdams
• Irene and Michael McBroom
• Mary McGaughey
• Mark & Kristy McGinnis
• Jack McKay
• Joan McKenna
• McMenamins Pubs and Breweries
• Russell & Debbie Menenberg
• Mary Mertens
• Maginnis Charitable Foundation
• Janet Miller
• Doug Minson
• MK Distinctive Dentistry
• Tracy and Robert Moir
• Chris Monty-Snodgrass
• Anita Morgan
• Kristie & Theodore Morgan
• Diana Murphy
• Gary Myers
• Karen Neal
• Donald Nelson
• Philip and Lynn Marie Nelson
• Carol Nichols
• Cody Nielsen
• Randy Norgart
• O'Brien and Company
• Mark Olson
• Kathy O'Malley
• Oregon Community Foundation
• Oregon Symphony
• Pack First Properties Inc
• Andrew Paine
• Andrew Palmer
• Bob Park
• Jim Parker
• Niki Parker
• Susan Parker
• Mike & Kristin Parker
• John & Sandra Parr
• Art & Anita Pascuzzi
• Marka Perkins
• Ann Perrins
• Janet Peterson
• Julie Peterson
• Edgar Piper
• Polson Investments LLC
• Portland Opera
• Portland Winterhawks
• Kim Post
• Judy Powell
• Linda Preisz
• Dr. Gerald Prescott
• Grand Pacific Resorts
• Nancy Prouty
• Radisson Hotel Portland Airport
• John & Kim Raglione
• Jose & Maria Ramirez
• Daniel Ramirez
• Carol Rance
• Steve and Lindy Rance
• Marcia Randall
• Karen Rashoff
• Reser Family Foundation
• Pat Reser & Bill Westphal
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What Sets Edwards Center Apart

• Denise Watkins
• Vicki Takata
• Fay Reynolds
• Sean Kuni & Elizabeth Austin
• The Webers
• Christine Talkington
• Carol
Rinnertrecently by a staff member
• Linda what
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• Joan Wells
• Wes how
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• The Honorable Barbara Roberts
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• Colleen Robisch
• John Shaffer
• Tom Weth
• Larry and Ardeth Tenison
employment,
here
is my response:
• Colleen Robsichor community services;
• Irene
Shahdin
• Sandy Whiting
• William Tenison
• Meg Roland
• Jerry Skaggs
• Susan Whitney
• James & Barbara Beck
First,
Edwards
Center
is
a
family-based
organization.
We
started
the
company
• Susan & Frank Romanaggi
• Drew Sloop
• Sharon Wilkins
• Rosemary & Bernard Carlsen
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families
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• Nathanieland
Smithwe continue to be responsive
• William G. Gilmore Foundation
• Trey Thomas
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supportive
Family
• Ronald Willoughby
• Jeannette
Thompson
• Rick Ross
• Helenfor
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• Laura Winters
• Jeff
Tondreau
Support
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have
direct
• Sharon
and
Graham Ross education, and
• Neda
Soofi feedback within the organization.
• Nancie Wolfer
• Virginia Tondreau
access
to
leadership,
ongoing
• Carol Rutherford
• Steven Spence
• Greg Wright
• Elisabeth Twist
Families
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on our Board
Directors in a significant way
• Devika are
& Vikram
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• Malia of
Spencer
• Tom and Judy Wright
• USso
Bankthat
family
concerns
are never lost.
• Beverly
Sali
• Mary Spratt
• Jerry Yankauskas
• Jean Uzelac
• Margo Salisbury
• Patrick Spratt
• Adam Yerke
• Joe Van Domelen
Edwards
Center maintains a tireless• Thomas
commitment
to its mission and original
We are a values-based
• Stuart Sawai
Stearns
• Grant and Jillian Yerke
• Shirley Van values.
Dyke
organization;
the Sawai
Board and our leaders
are continually evaluating and
making
tough decisions based• on
values
• Mary Jane & Stuart
• David Steinberg
Kathyour
& John
Yerke
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Vanderzanden
• Stephen S. &plan,
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goals.SayWorking with an annual strategic
decision
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• Cynthia
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Foundation
• Rebecca Zaglen
• Vernier
Software & Technology
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its deeply
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• Kathleen Scherner
• Charles Steury
• ZRT Laboratory
• Christine Vernier
• Bob Schlichting
• Alice Strassmaier
• Lorraine & Roger Zumwalt
• Sigrid Walker
Edwards
Center is an umbrella organization
which makes
us unique•in
ourWalsh
industry. We provide residential,
• Randy Schlosser
• Suburban Ace Hardware,
Inc.
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educational, and recreational
made
a commitment to provide an array of
• Alison Schrupp
• Diana &services.
Art Sullivan Long ago, the Board
• Suzanne
Washington
• Antone Schuler
Suter an opportunity for a fully
services,
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independent
lifestyle. In addition, the
• Emogene
Waters
• Gloria Schultens
Monty & Sharon Tabler about all aspects of our range of services. The Aloha Community
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benefits from staff that is•knowledgeable
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Center was built to be the hub of activity for our organization, a place where participants could have something
larger than an individual group home. Dances, game nights, classes, and exercise opportunities are generated from
our FOUNDATIONS
Community Center at WHO
EdwardsSUPPORTED
Place.
US IN 2020
2020 VIRTUAL BENEFIT GALA
Finally, Edwards Center is unique in the promise it makes. We promise to care for a resident who is accepted into
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our Kuni
residential
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disabled
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Washington
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$115,800Center might cease to care for their child or
move them to a foster home. Our model of continuum of care between our twenty facilities allows us to meet the
Oregon
Community
Foundation
- Day
life-long
needs
of our residents.
At the
endServices
of life, we work$50,000
closely with hospice to provide care within our own
group
homes,Foundation
so that residents
continue
surrounded by, their Edwards Center family and staff.
Gilmore
- General
Fund to be cared for, and$25,000
Edwards
seeks a “Gold Standard of Care.” While all$5,000
organizations accepting state reimbursements must
LowesCenter
Foundation
meet minimum standards, Edwards Center seeks a maximum standard. We want to be known for being “better,” and
Parkwood
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- Edwards
Place
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striving
to improve
the quality
of life for those we$300,000
serve. During times of COVID-19, it is not easy to hold
2020's
gala,
"Coming Home,"
trueKleinheinz
to our model
of service
delivery; but we have not forgotten
that we strive toThe
be the
best.benefit
State and
Federal
Family
Foundation
$50,000
required
us
to
pivot
to
a
virtual
event
mandates often make new models that are more lucrative or devalue our approach. If we were “following the
money,”
ourand
Kuni
FoundationPheasant
House
Remodel
$79,400
online
auction!
While
we
missed
seeing
model would change with each passing fad for funding. However, we continue to hold true to our values, commitments
each of you
person,
the event was a
andReser
what over
forty-seven
years
of providing
true: Our family-based
carein
model
works!
Family
Foundation
- Covid
Lossesservices has proven
$10,000
great success. If you missed it, a link to the
As one
of theCharitable
most difficult
year ends,
a year that
a pandemic
and catastrophic
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could have
closed
onlinefinancial
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is available
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website!
Maginnis
Foundation
- General
Fund
$1,500
our doors, my heart is full of gratitude. Hundreds have made donations large
and
small
because
they
believe
inand to
Special thanks to the event donors,
and donation
Paula K. Smith
$1,000
our Stephen
mission. S.
Every
counts and has helped us stand
strong in the midst
of unseling
times. the event. Your
Dirk Fournier
for hosting
Family Foundation - General Fund
contributions enable us to provide a
Thank you for your continued support of our Mission!
lifetime of opportunities!
Frank and Margaret Bitar Foundation
$2,500
Virtual Benefit Gala raised $418,514
Warmest regards,
Jean Edwards
FOUNDER

WE MET OUR MATCH
Pat Reser and Bill Westphal jump started our first virtual fundraiser by offering
a challenge match up to $50,000 the night of the event. And we did it! While a
new way to do a fundraiser that offered some challenges, the virtual event was
a great success.
Pat and Bill are long-time supporters who personally believe in our mission.
Living near by the Center, we feel like neighbors. Deeply committed to
Beaverton, they support improving the quality of life for many in our community.
We appreciate being one of their Charities.

PO BOX 6269
Beaverton, OR 97007-0269

EDWAR DS CEN T E R’S

DREAM
MISSION

It is our mission to enhance the lives
of individuals with developmental disabilities
by helping them reach their highest potential
through training, education, employment,
housing and social opportunities in safe,
healthy and stimulating environments.
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Sue Kornahrens
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RETIRED LAWYER
& BUSINESS MANAGER
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OWNER
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OWNER
BUTLER CAPITAL
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BONNEVILLE POWER ADMIN

RETIRED, PUBLIC HEALTH
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PRESIDENT
RANDALL REALTY CORP

RETIRED HOME REMODELER
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John Lee

ATTORNEY
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
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Edwards Center is tax-exempt under section 501(c)(3)of the Internal Revenue
Code. Donations are tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law.
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